The Green Mile by Stephen King

This story is a great read and has so many emotions. It is set in 1932 and is about Paul Edgecombe’s, a death row supervisor, encounter with a man named John Coffey. John is an inmate that has been accused wrongly of the murder of two girls. After a little while Paul finds out about John’s incredible healing powers.

Another inmate, Eduard “Del” Delacroix, was also on the mile at this time but was burnt badly in “Old Sparky”, the electric chair, by Percy because he sadistically “forgot” to wet the sponge.

John saves Malinda Moore’s (the head chief’s wife) life from cancer but holds it in himself to give to Percy Wetmore who sabotaged Del’s death.

The ending is sad but good. I recommend reading the book then watch the movie as they have different scenes. I give it a 9/10.